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EVENT: FRESHER’S PARTY VENUE: AUDITORIUM DATE: 19-11-2022 

 

Department of CSE has organized a fresher’s party in the event of “NOVATO 2K22”. 

Student of third year organized this event for second year on welcoming their junior’s to the 

department of CSE. Fresher’s party is all about making the best start to the new academic year 

and  a time to create everlasting relationships with each other. 

The occasion was graced by the presence of Dr.VSK Reddy, Director, 

Dr.T.VenuGopal, Dean , Dr.S.Srinivasa Rao,  Principal, Dr. S. Shanthi, HOD-CSE. All 

the dignitaries came forward for lightning the lamp which is followed by an invocation song. 

Event has started with a welcome dance where the girls of second year CSE Ms.Durga and  

team had danced for a devotional song. 

Freshers along with their seniors got chance to showcase their talent by a stunning Ramp 

walk, various Dance performances like solo,Group dances. Later small games like  Basket 

ball,Head shoulder knees and Donkey tail were organized to make the event more tricky and 

fun! Talking about the ramp walk, the participants walked on the ramp and gave poses towards 

the audiences. The audiences enjoyed the fashion show and they encouraged the participants by 

making hooding sounds. Later  Mr. and Ms. Freshers event was organized in which they were 

asked to stand on the stage followed by the questioning session based on which filtration is done 

and the Mr. and Ms. Freshers were finalized based on the number of roses they got from 

audience .The titled  Mr&Ms Freshers was won by Mr.Bardwaj and Ms.Alekya of Second year. 

Second year students played a Skit on a message of “SAY NO TO RAGGING” and “HOSTEL 

WARDEN” which was carrying  a message and comic that grabs audience attention. 

With pulsating ambience, flashing lights and foot tapping music, the party began with 

a blast. The excitement augmented to a joyful high when the Students exploit the stage by 

their stunning  and energetic dance performance. 

At the end of event refreshments were served to all the second years,third years and to 

all the faculty members of CSE. 

Dr. S. Shanthi, HOD-CSE has thanked all the student coordinators and faculty 

coordinators for their active participation in making  the event a grand success. 

Finally the students thank our Director, Principal and HOD  for giving this wonderful 

opportunity and make their presence and gracing the occasion, Also thanked all the students for 

maintaining the discipline and patience throughout the event also thanked faculty member for 

their support. 



 

Fresher Party Faculty Coordinators List: 

1.Overall Coordinators(Budget)- Dr M Jayapal, Mr.Samba Sivudu. 

2. Rangoli- Mrs.Shruthi, Mrs.Agnisha. 

3.Decoration- Mr.N Shiva Kumar, Mrs.Vasantha, Mrs.Durga 

4.Invitation & Flexi- Mrs.B Pavani, Mrs.Saritha. 

5.Snacks- Mr.DastaGiri, Mr.Vijay Raghavan. 

6.Cultural Events- Mrs.Honey Diana, Mrs.K Santhipriya, Mrs.V Sangeetha. 

7.Anchoring-Mrs.Nirmala, Mrs.R Sujatha 

8. Games- Mrs.G shamini, Mrs.Eswari 

9.Disciplinary- Mr.M sandeep, Mr.Manoj Kumar,Mr.G Ravi, Mr.A Sandeep,  

Mr.Hari Krishna, Mr.Ravinder. 

 

Fresher Party Student Coordinators List: 

Overall coordinator 

Taruni,Rajesh,Sai charan,srikanth, 

Cultural fest  

Charan, Meghana, Abhinaya, Shirish preetham, Kranthi reddy, Ruthik reddy 

 Srinivas, Srikanth 

Anchoring  

Bhavya, Gayathri, Prasanna, Yashwanth, Nandan, Jai Dev 

Games 

Gayatri, sai sanjana,Roopa,Akhila,Rahamatulla,Vedanth 

Decoration/Music/Lights 

Manoj, Meghana 

Snacks Distribution 

Akhila,Sai sanjana 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

INVITATION OF NOVATO 2K22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

GLIMPSE OF NOVATO 2K22 

 



 

 

 


